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"A VSflF PRESENT
(Psa. 46:1)

HELP"

Mrs. D. C. Eby
He cares for me now—this moment;
He's lending a listening ear,
And in ways that I know, or know not,
He's bringing the answer near.
He's planning my way—this moment;
By paths both pleasant and hard.
Sometimes my advance is rapid,
And sometimes my way is barred.
He guards me, moment by moment,
At home, or on foreign coast:
Sometimes He sends me an angel,
And sometimes a heavenly host.
He's guiding my steps—this moment,
Through all unforseen delay.
His plans are best for me, always,
Whether I go, or stay.
He's planning my life—this moment:
He's working in me His will;
And all will come right in the end if
My anxious heart but be still. —Selected.
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CORRECTION

In the Treasurer's Report of the Beneficiary Fund of April 15, 1925, J. G. Engle
of Abilene, Kans., is credited with $50.00.
The credit should-be J. G. Engle, Hope,
Kans. We are sorry for the mistake.
D. R. Eyster, Treas.

NOTICE
The following articles were left unclaimed 'on the General Conference
grounds at the Highland church, near
West Milton, Ohio:
One Conklin self-filling fountain
pen.
One light brown small child's coat.
Owners may secure same by corresponding with Ohmer U. Herr,
Clayton, Ohio.
THE INDIAN'S TWENTY-THIRD
PSALM.
The Indian language is not easily
subject to translation, and in their
intercourse with one another the
various tribes use a sign language,
more or less universal, which they
have evolved. The following is a
translation of the Twenty-third
Psalm, which can easily be interpreted in sign language:
The Great Father above is a Shepherd Chief. I am His, and with Him
I want not.
He throws out to me a rope, and
the name of the rope is love, and He
draws me, and He draws me to where
the grass is green and the water not
dangerous and I eat and lie down satisfied.
Sometimes my heart is very weak
and falls down, but He lifts it up
again and draws me into a good road.
His name is wonderful.
Sometime; it may be very soon, it
may be longer, it may be long, long
time, He will draw me into a place
between the mountains. It is dark,
there, but I will not draw back. I
will be afraid not, for it is there between these mountains that the
Shepherd Chief will meet me, and the
hunger I have felt in my heart
through this life will be satisfied.
Sometimes He makes the love rope
into a whip, but afterwards He gives
me a staff to lean on.
He spreads a table before me with
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all kinds of food. He puts His hands
upon my head, and all the "tired" is
gone. My cup He fills till it runs over.
What I tell you is true, I lie not.
These roads that are away ahead will
stay with me through this life, and
afterward I will go to live in the "Big
Tepee" and sit down with Shepherd
Chief forever.—Missions.
'HE MEANT TO HELP ME'
Like the young libertine of Ohio
who had murdered a beautiful girl
and was tried, found guilty and sentenced to hang until "dead, dead."
G. K. Nash was the governor. A petition was circulated and presented to
the governor to change the sentence
to life imprisonment. But the crime
was so atrocious that the governor
refused to consider it. When this
failed the mother of the young man
went and falling upon her knees, besought the executive to show clemency or at least go and see her boy.
To this, he consented, and without
announcing his coming, he went to
see the condemned man. The turnkey unlocked the large iron door and
the little man dressed like a minister, stepped in. As he started down
the long corridor toward the death
cell, the young man said to himself,
"There comes some preacher to bowwow over me and I refuse to see
him." As the stranger stepped up to
the cell, he said "Good morning
James." Instead of speaking James
turned his back and walked to the
corner of his cell. "Your friends have
been talking to me about you and I
have come to see you."
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you. Did you not see him?"
'You don't mean to tell me that
that little man who looked like a
preacher was Governor Nash!"
"Yes he came to see if he could do
anything for you."
"My God, what a fool I am! He
meant to help me and I wouldn't let
him."
He went into despair, but it did not
keep his neck from breaking. The
last thing he was heard to say as the
black cap was being put down over
his head and the hang man's knot
was being tied was:
"He meant to help me but I would
not let him!"
Oh sinner, friend,
backslider,
Christ rejector, Blood despiser, believers unsanctified, like the rich
young ruler are you refusing to obey
God and walk in the light? Your offense is worse than the young criminal's. Jesus wants to help you, will
you let Him ? To refuse Him is to insult the only one who can plead your
cause before the bar of God. To reject Him is to spurn infinite love, is
to turn your back on divine grace.
Whatever your need, we beseech you
in Jesus' name, walk in the light and
obey God.—Sel.

The days are so unspeakably solemn in the "Sinflood" that is sweeping the earth, that we need to seize
every opportunity of deepening the
bond in Christ between those who
have to stand and withstand in this
evil day. Isolated messengers of the
truth of God need a prayer-support
beyond the ordinary conception of
"Prayer," and a welding together by
the
Holy Spirit with others who are
"I do not care to talk today."
in
the
same fiery trial of their loyalty
'I am sure if you knew the importo
the
Gospel of Calvary.—Selected.
tance of the message you would give
me an audience."
"I have told you I do not care to When a sorrow comes upon you that
talk and you will do me a favor if
no other soul can share,
you go away and let me alone."
And the burden comes too heavy for
"Very sorry; good day sir."
the human heart to bear,
Not long after the turnkey came in, There is one whose grace can comand walking down to the doomed
fort, if you'll give Him an abode,
man's cell said:
There's a Burden Bearer ready, if
you'll trust Him with the load.
"Well, Jim how did you and the
For the precious promise reaches to
governor come out?"
the depths of human woe,
"The governor," exclaimed the asThat however deep the waters, they
tonished man.
shall never overflow,
—Sel.
"Yes, Governor Nash came to see
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CONFERENCE NOTES
The annual conference of the
Brethren in Christ Church convened
near West Milton, Ohio, on Thursday,
June 4, 1925- The Conference proper
was preceded by an Educational
Meeting on Wednesday evening; a
Sunday School meeting on Thursday
forenoon and afternoon and a Ministerial meeting in the evening.
The regular business session of the
Conference convened at 9:30 on Friday morning; and after the preliminary opening by the retiring moderator, Bish. H. K. Kreider, and the
conference secretary, Bish. C. N.
Hostetter, an election for moderator
was held which resulted in the choice
of Bish. C. C- Burkholder, Upland,
Calif., Moderator; Bish. J. N. Engle,
Abilene, Kans., First Assistant Moderator ; and Bish. 0. B- Ulery, Springfield, Ohio, Second Assistant Moderator; Bro. Ulery, however, desired to
be relieved on account of his many
duties in connection with Conference
entertainment, and his request being
granted, Bish. L. O. Musser of Florin,
Penna., filled the place as Second Assistant Moderator. Eld. F- D. Brechbill of Avilla, Ind., was appointed
Reading Clerk, with Eld. John Nigh,
Hagersville, Ontario, as his assistant.
Eld. C. N. Hostetter, Jr., of Refton,
Penna-, and Ethan A. Krieder of
Campbelltown, Penna., were appointed assistants to the conference secretary.
There were a number of very important questions which came up for
consideration at this annual meeting,
and while some of the questions had
to be passed on to committees to report at a later Conference, there was
considerable work done which, if
properly carried out and executed,
will mean further advancement of
the Church in the spreading of the
Gospel. The general spirit which pervaded throughout the entire Conference was indicative of a better and
brighter outlook for the Church at
large.
There were evangelistic meetings
in the tent, which was pitched near
the church, every day and evening.
These services were well attended
and some very definite results were
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realized. There were spiritual rejoicings which will long be remembered by those in attendance. It
brought rejoicing to the heart of every lover of the Truth, to recognize
the deep spiritual under current
which pervaded at the various meetings and business sessions of this
Conference. We trust that the impressions made will have a far reaching and beneficial effect on the entire
Church.
Elsewhere in this issue space is
given to an article regarding the interests of our Church publications
and we would encourage every reader
to carefully and prayerfully read this
article and rally to the help of this
most worthy cause, at this timeThe Ohio brethren are to be congratulated upon their successful entertainment of Conference. There
was an abundance of good things to
eat and plenty of room to sleep. The
systematic manner in which the delegates and visitors were cared for
made it a pleasure, indeed, to attend
this yearly meeting of our beloved
fellowship.
There were few changes on the
boards this year, only here and there
a new member being supplied.
The following approximate offerings were taken: Home Mission $900;
Foreign Mission $1,500; Beneficiary
Board $500.
Elder Walter Reighard who has
labored in the Kentucky field for
some time will be stationed at Kindersley, Saskatchewan this year.
Elder Clyde Shirk and wife of
Elkhart, Indiana District, will be stationed at Philadelphia Mission, filling
the place of Bish. Wilbur Snider and
wife, as they expect to be engaged in
evangelistic work most of the time.
On Sunday afternoon a tripple ordination service was held in the
church, Bro. Ray Heisey and wife
were ordained to the ministry; Bro.
Henry Heisey and wife were ordained
as Home Missionaries, and Bro.
George Paulus and wife were ordained as Foreign Missionaries. Bro. Ray
Heiseys are resident near Union,
Ohio, and they will labour in the
home;field; Bro. Henry Heiseys, are
stationed at Gladwin, Mich., a new
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field; Bro. Pauluses are booked to sail
for India in October.
The Conference adjourned on Monday evening to meet D. V- in 1926, at
Fairland Dist., Pa.
NOTICE.
At this season of the year a number of tent meetings are in progress.
This would be a nice time to get new
subscribers for the Evangelical Visitor. Sample copies will be furnished
free to all tent workers. Apply now
To new subscribers the Visitor will
be given for fifty cents (50c) for the
balance of the year. Let every tent
worker do his or her part to distribute our church paper. By doing so,
we help in the spread of good, wholesome literature. Every new convert
ought to read the Visitor- It will be
food for his soul and will encourage
him to continue on the way.
P. J. WIEBE,
Chairman of the Pub. Board.
t n e reuempi/i.i-'ii <->! u u o w w m ,
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taries standing high in the authority
of the church, holding in their hands
the education and doctrine for our
children and for the thousands who
Come daily to our shores and sit in
our gates to learn what is American
civilization, have responsibilities that
are eternal; and for the proper execution of them are amenable unto GodShall we let them go unchallenged
and thus block the way that leads
away from revolution: "The salvaj t i o n o f n n v oiviligat.irm

? " S h a l l W P lpt.

ONE WAY TO CORNER HIM.
A contributor to "Watchword and
Truth" was written to by a former
parishioner, who asked his judgment
in regard to calling a certain man to
the pastorate of the church to which
he had formerly ministered. His reply was substantially this: "I am not
sufficiently acquainted with the
brother to warrant the expression of
an opinion. But I would suggest that
you ask him the question: Do you believe the Bible is the Word of God, or,
as so many hold nowadays, that it
simply contains the Word of God? If
he says 'is,' other things being satisfactory, call him; but if he says 'contains,' you do not want anything to
do with him."

\
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the Holy Ghost in the triumphs of
the church of Jesus Christ, records.
These are in line with all prophecy
relative to these things in which the
SECTION II.
The history of every nation tells of hope of the world rests- Yet, with
the work of the Christian Church. In all—as the March 30th Visitor quoted
every period this work has been chal- General William Booth: The chief
lenged and met by various foes- The dangers in the Twentieth Century
people of God in Christ's name have are:
suffered untold persecutions and
Christianity without Christ,
martyrdom. Their triumphs of faith
Forgiveness without Regeneration,
have given us freedom of speech, of
(Im) -Morality without God, and
the press, of methods of worship, of
Heaven without Hell."
the voting ballot, and the blessings of
And the National Council of Prohome and free schools guaranteed by testant Episcopal Churches, "The
the constitution of our United States United States is actually developing
of America.
into a non-Christian nation."
The Theories of Evolution have beModern Education sets the Propcome creedal: Presuming to set at hecies as naught—and toys with the
naught the Word of God and contrary "Word of Life," and, the Church is
to the Spirit of Constitutional Law yielding the fruitage.
•have become deen-seateri fa
Yes, ye watchman, awake, Men are
intercourse with one another the encj
rp0 awaking to the sad plight and here I
various tribes use a sign language,
a n n ( quote W. H. McDonald:
more or less universal, which they
"It is a consolation to those who
see
have evolved. The following is a J™ believe in the Holy Bible to know that
translation of the Twenty-third the man was "created in the image of
Psalm, which can easily be interpret- t
e r God." He has evolved to a higher cived in sign language:
the ilization than he had at some time,
The Great Father above is a Shepce jl but we are sure that he was at the
herd Chief. I am His, and with Him «rpj beginning created superior to the
I want not.
He has had time to
w o . man of today.
He throws out to me a rope, and hj r degenerate (to the lowest state) and
the name of the rope is love, and He the k° c o m e back to the state of civilizadraws me, and He draws me to where
tion we now enjoy." He says: "Why
saying: "Behold your Christ!" To take the greatest joy out of life: that
this also the people from the foreign the Bible is true?"
It was Philip Kerr of Williamslands point with derision: saying, "If
Christianity is so good, why isn't town, Mass., who said: "International
America Christian?" And the time is problems would be simple if the many
when our preachers and our mission- peoples were alike in race, language
aries must "Stand, therefore, have- and religion." Is not that the ideal
ing done all to stand," and know this Jesus taught: "Neither Jew nor Gen"grace wherein we stand," and know tile," of "one blood" every nation in
the strength of this "liberty," and the brotherhood, in the Fatherhood
know personally "in Whom I have be- of God? That is in the commission
lieved, being persuaded that He is "Go teach all nations."
able to keep that I have committed
Of the two million Jews in New
unto Him."
York City, less than five thousand
Christianity is not builded on adhere to the faith of the synagogue.
theories, presumptions, suppositions Then, one million one hundred and
Martyrs did not "imagine a vain ninety-five thousand of them drift
thing." No facts are more provable, among the breakers of the times.
no experiences more real, than the Throughout the world thousands of
history of the office and ministry of Jews accept Christ. God is using the
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Gentiles "to provoke them to jealousy" to "bring them to Christ." But
the prevailing weakness of the Christian standards cut short the real and
royal Evangelization of the world,
while the influx of foreign peoples of
pagan customs add amazingly to our
unchristian unamerican spirit of
citizenry.
Especially in regard to the Jewish
people, I quote S. Birnbaum: Hebrew
Christian, credentialed in the Hebrew
Christian Alliance of America to aid
in the Americanization of his race
and committed to the chair of Jewish
Missions in The Moody Bible Institute:
"The Jewish immigrant is totally
different from any that come to these
shores. Other people are soon worked into the fabric of American life.
The Jew never considers himself a
part of a homogeneous whole in the
land of his birth. For centuries he
has never learned to feel at home
anywhere. (A race without a country!) The cleavage is of the soul.
Christian civilization has driven the
Jewish soul out of its pale and embittered it so that it is now well content to remain outside. The main
reason for their leaving the countries
of Europe is to escape the burdens
and humiliations and sufferings
which the Roman Catholic Christianity, socalled Christianity has put upon them through the long centuries."
"His resentment is great when he
meets his old enemy on these shores.
His view of American Christianity is
largely wrong—distorted by prejudice. The kindest advances of Christians are suspicioned as a trap to destroy the Jewish soul. Many things
that have and do happen justify his
attitude.
"Christian Education is the very
best means of Americanizing him."
(note that he said: "Christian Education.") "Former Christian ignorance of the deeper things of Judaism;
and Jewish ignorance of the real soul
of the aim of Christianity, caused
this prejudice. It is in the seat of
high learning where these matters
should be dealt with— thus so create
sympathy and understanding."
"There lies the rub." The soul of
Christianity must be filled with the
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soul of the Christ, if it would evangelize human hearts.
The question of Eedeeming our
civilization is becoming more and
more interesting. People of all races
turn from the lands of oppression, intoxicated with a hope to rise to a better plain, flee to America in pursuit of
this; or revolt in the arms of anarchy
in the homeland. Thus the world is
thrown into a state of chaos until the
time when reason shall have worked
out a basis for peace.
But where is Peace ? Her seat even
in the lap of American "liberty" is
threatened. The index "finger writes
upon the wall." The crowning glory
of the Gentile age is at hand. Zion is
returning to Holy Palestine from
which she shall never again be driven
by her foes, though it will be attempted- Do not the signs indicate
the fullness of time?
Political and social unrest go hand
in hand with irreverence for God and
His Word. And here I quote the
words of Kipling: "Lord, God of
hosts be with us yet lest we forget."
It was Mr. Charles M. Sheldon, in
the Christian Herald who said:
"When you destroy faith in God, and
the reverence and fear of Him out of
the hearts of the youths, you are preparing a people that will eventually
destroy the church and this means
the downfall of the Republic. Study
the Scriptures and believe them to
reverence home and parents and
law."
W. J. Funk, of Funk and Wagnalls,
recently said: "Events of unparalleled importance to every steward of
the manifold grace of God are happening in many countries- Never has
so significant a challenge come to the
pulpit." Lloyd George, makes a public appeal to the churches to "create
a new temper among men" that
righteousness be placed above force
as the only way to save the world
from the deadlier war now threatening" and as Premier, J. Ramsey MacDonald declared: "Never was so ominous writing on the wall more plain
than the events and tempers of today." I ask would Daniel have to
change his term: "Tekel?" For
what kingdom is not "found wanting?" Let Mr. Funk testify further:
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"Premier Kiyoura summoned a series of religious conferences with the
chiefs of the Buddhist Shinto and
Christians to aid the government in
improving the thought (or thinking)
of the Nation."
"In New York, Catholic prelates,
Jewish rabbis, and Protestant clergy
met to plan a co-operative plan to
teach religion in the public schools as
the only way to save them from corruption and outlawry."
High time it is to stem the tide to
infidelity and anarchy! "Tekel."
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court
of New York, Thomas C. T- Crain declared that "The United States deserves the reputation it has of being
the most lawless country in the civilized world" and further says: "The
Judges regard religious instruction as
vital and essential to the preservation of the American Republic."
"Tekel."
Says Mr. Funk: "The future of
American youth, the future of the
American nation's civilization, the
life of untold millions of souls are being thrust more insistently, than ever before, into the hands of the
churches and the ministers of God.
To this supreme task must be
brought more than a fervent spirit,
and a great consecration: Every possible aid and equipment to the convincing and winning of minds and
hearts is needed to accomplish this
work." "Tekel."
Where does my reader stand? God
help! We are upon the breakers!
"Whence cometh our help?" From
Thee O, God!
Then a new heart must come to
civilization. Hear Mr. Marshall, vicepresident, again:"It is not the slightest use to consider Americanization
apart from Immigration-" And these
admonitions have counted influence
in recent legislation. He says: "The
two subjects go hand in hand. We
cannot get ahead if we devote ourselves to the training for citizenship
of aliens within our borders, and take
no heed of future arrivals. The dark
spot in our national life is not the native born citizen, nor the wholly uncultured immigrant; but rather the
naturalized American who believes
himself better than thedescendentsof
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the founders of our Republic: "Those
who can stir up prejudices between
classes." To eliminate these probabilities of prejudices we need to train
them who are here to real Christian
ideals of substantial citizenry. To do
this there must be a transforming
life in the church that these new converts may not take to conformity to
worldly fashion and vain pomp in extravagances and wanton indulgences
and not find the real intent of the
training: "to become new creatures"
with the ideals of purity of heart and
righteousness of home influences according to the word of faith which we
preach.
Worldliness: Social, commercial,
political cannot blend in the solution
of those problems of character building that shall erect a structure of society that shall endure the ages and
be able to stand in the White Throne
Judgment of the Great God.
Jesus Christ is the central figure in
the redemption of this world. Dignitaries standing high in the authority
of the church, holding in their hands
the education and doctrine for our
children and for the thousands who
dome daily to our shores and sit in
our gates to learn what is American
civilization, have responsibilities that
are eternal; and for the proper execution of them are amenable unto GodShall we let them go unchallenged
and thus block the way that leads
away from revolution: "The salvation of our civilization?" Shall we let
them scorn the veritable evidences of
the work of the Christ Life wrought
in our hearts by the soul sense given
unto us by The Holy Ghost, and thus
fling our hope in the Resurrection
deep into the graves of our departed
kindred? Shall they thus accelerate
the rush of our peoples into anarchy
and revolution that is the certain result of a nation's infidelity?
"The Hand is Writing" while we
are reading: Did you not feel the chill
of congestion effected by that Shermerhorn "Shatter of the Faith of our
Youth?" Born and schooled in the
Theology of Methodism, my pride in
the fact is stung with superlative regret because of the decay certain to
come and already evident in this
magnificant communion. What if

,-/#
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Mr. Wesley did write on evolution?
Was great Methodism built on the
theory? What if the Bible does not
harmonize with the teachings of the
modern scholars? What, Mr. Shermerhorn, if your students must
"choose the conclusions of modern
science, and thus be obliged to reject
the Bible"—what then is the base of
his faith. Should a penitent sinner
come to you inquiring: "What must I
do to be saved?" what sir, of advice
would you give him?
What means it that multitudes of
the saints within the great churches
are praying for old time revivalsThat these communions may be completely purged of higher criticism and
unbelief ? Has not this old Wesleyan
church had so much to do in the evangelization of the world? What has
become of her glorious doctrine of
"The Second Definite Work of
Grace", " E n t i r e Sanctification,"
"Christian Perfection" and where can
sinners find an "old-fashioned Methodist Camp Meeting" where "Holiness
Unto the Lord" is proclaimed? Are
not the eyes of the whole earth:
Christain, Jewish, and Pagan making
critical observations of her doings of
faith and skepticism? "But, know
thou, that for all these things God
will bring thee into Judgment."
"Tekel!' "Tekel!"
And shall this whole nation be called to "Give an account unto God"?
"Tekel!" "Tekel!"
What means it that pastor J. Frank
Norris, First Baptist Church, Fort
Worth, Tex., deemed it expedient to
address the State Legislature in February, 1923, in support of a bill of
law to prohibit the teaching of Evolution in tax-supported schools?
Here I quote this elder: "The bill
does not oppose science- Science
means the things you know, not the
things you guess. The Bible is not
opposed to science. I oppose that
which denies God as Creator and eliminates Him from the Universe. Luther Burbank can develop one plant
from another, but it still is a plant.
Science presumes to trace man back
from the animal to the vegetable, to
the mineral, to "a primordial cell."
The origin of the cell is a mystery.
These professors demand academic
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freedom. Such freedom is more
dangerous than the freedom to sell
whiskey and to carry fire-arms. They
must not ask us to support them with
taxes while they destroy the faith
that underlies our free institutions"It is contrary to law to permit any
religious creed or dogma to be taught
in our public schools, and evolution is
just that: a creed dogma. It has its
own view of creation and teaches it
in open contrast to Christendom:
Protestant or Catholic. Neither Protestant or Catholic, Jew nor Gentile
insist on teaching their dogma in our
public schools. Why should evolutionists force their views upon us at our
expense? Would we permit Buddhism, or Mohammedism, or Bolshevism to be taught in our schools ?
"That which eliminates the idea of
a personal God, eliminates all authority for Government. When science
shall ultimately have proven and established evolution, then, that settles
it. Yet evolution is in the realm of
"probabilities"—"it would seem"—
"Perhaps"—"it may have been"—"as
yet we do not know"—'so far as we
can guess"—and on these terms—unproven theories, it proposes to overturn the verities of the Holy Bible,
and of sound government in national
and home life. What of the "Piltdown
Man" of 1913, the "missing link."
Ah! the foot of a chimpanzee, the
tooth of a gorilla, the jaw of some
other animal-"
Pastor Norris observes that: "As
God is being ruled out of the life of
men, and of nations, men become lawless, our jails fill with young men and
women, divorce crowns the queens of
society. Let atheistic evolution run
and how long will it be until in the
United States of America will be repeated that did in Moscow: the burning of God in effigy."
He says: "The whole world is
trembling in the balance. We love
the home, the church, the school- Let
no atheistic professor supported by
the people take the fresh youth from
our simple home faith and set him in
the schools a croaking infidel. Give
us homes of unsoiled virtue, churches
with unspoken faith, schools with
Christian teachers, and all the armies
of the earth shall not destroy us."
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What means it that the legislature
of South Dakota recently issued
strong resolutions: quoting Washington's Farewell address: "No nation
can exist without religion" and stated
in these resolutions: "Experience, the
history of humanity, has demonstrated that a republic like ours is a blessing to the world according to the
moral character and intelligent religion of its people: effected through
the inculcation of morality, spirituality and conscience in the young in the
church, the school, the home." "That
the people be enjoined to at once address themselves to renewed effort to
restore the balance between the spiritual and the material, and that children .be reared up in the precepts of
fundamental righteousness-" "That
parents be adjured to exert every effort to restore old-time influences of
the home in the development of conscience and morality; that the family
altar be restored, and that in selfsacrificing love the little ones, be
trained in the simple virtues of truthfulness, honesty, and respect for the
rights of others. That the schools
promptly reform their methods so
that rudimentary studies as well as
the sciences be taught only as subordinate to righteousness." "That all
learning is, but the handmaiden of
eternal righteousness." "That only
upon these lines can the true balance
be restored, the crimewave checked,
and civilization preserved."
It was old Tennessee's State Legislature that recently enacted law overthrowing evolution from her schools.
Other states will follow these and
Orthodox Schools will take definite
action in declaring truth and that
only. And here I refer to the Eastern Methodist which published the
statement of a great university president : "It seems to me that in looking
at the religious condition of our country, we are confronted by four marked changes which have grown into
prominence in the last few years:
A decay in the belief in the Supernatural,
The disintegration of the Bible,
New views respecting Inspiration,
The loss of the sense of accountability.
"These things also have arrived:
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It may be said of our age, theologically and religiously, as it was once said
of France: 'I rejected the light and it
was blasted with the lightning.' So
powerful is the revolt against orthodoxy, and so prevalent is heterodoxy,
and so popular has error and false
doctrine become, that someone has
suggested that if Thomas Paine had
lived in our age, he might have put
his books and tracts out under the title of The Rev. Thomas Paine and
have occupied a professedly Christian
pulpit." This University President
also said: "To-day the situation is indeed pitiably disastrous. We have
few infidel clubs, but worse—we meet
with unbeliefs and heterodoxy in
preachers in the pulpits and in scholars in the schools and colleges and
theological seminaries, editors of
church papers and Sunday School
periodicals. They have taken up the
miserable business of dealing out under the guise of religion, unbelief of
the most insidious, dangerous, and
poisonous kind. Indeed unbelief is
baptized and ordained to occupy our
pulpits and schools and cries: Lord!
Lord!"
"Tekel!" "Tekel!"
I suggest here that if Mr. Paine
could return to our midst with the
reason he has acquired since he left,
he could write a real appeal to reason.
Where lies the responsibility for
this crisis? This condition did not arrive by chance. It shall not change
for the better or for the worse by
chance. "Ye are the salt of the
earth, but if the salt have lost his
savour."—Matt. 5:13. How the pathos of this greatest sermon of all the
preachers is manifest in the face of
this age of antichrist! May the dear
God help us to readily find our share
of the responsibility, then .spare not?
Special Envoys sent from Japan to
investigate religion in the United
States returned to their country the
verdict: "While education, commerce,
industry have been developed to a
wonderful degree in the United States, there is little evidence that the
Christian Religion is regarded important by most of the people." This
opinion is held by the thousands who
come to dwell in "the land of the
free." What else can they find in their
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first introduction into our cities of a once erase it.' This was said by a
mixed people so engulfed in the young clergyman who was evidently
crimes of the common sort?
anxious to make his mark as a
And ye remnant of the savor of preacher. Desirous to know that I
life: Ye called according to His pur- heard correctly, I replied, 'Do you
pose. I most earnestly appeal unto mean that forcible statements, either
you. To you men of learning with of your own writing or from Scripskill to find out and to teach; to you ture, concerning sin, and the terrors
who know God by experimental of the judgment to come are either
knowledge, of acquaintance with the toned down or avoided?' 'Yes,' was
work of the Holy Ghost, who may the reply; 'if I think they will offend
best be used to set the word right, anyone, I do so.' I fear this candid
come ye forth in press and platform testimony indicates the reason why
work, give us your very best under so many ministers are powerless
God. Let scientists of high repute amongst their fellows. 'The fear of
give the world your best logic in set- man bringeth a snare indeed'"—Ilting forth indisputable facts clearly lustrator.
before our youths that the floodtideof
irresponsible living be turned back cost more than that amount, but we went
and forever held by a sure wall of to work and put up the line ourselves, so bydoing the work we got the phone in for
honest defense in truth. Take the about $22.00.
whole armour, truth, righteousness, We thank all those for their financial
peace, faith, the helmet of salvation, help and for their prayers. Please pray
and the sword of the Spirit and fear- that real results may be obtained this sumlessly uncompromisingly "teach all mer and that the Lord will open the way for
us to have good tent meetings this summer.
nations."
Financial Report
(In the next section will be intro- Balance from March $28.99; expense for
duced a number of men of mark who ugar, grass seed, fertilizer and flour
49.05. Deficit $21.06.
May—Sr. Fannie
valiently have drawn the sword.)
anders $2.00; Buffalo S. S. $25.00; Goldie
"Pray ye therefore the Lord of the ollenberger $5.00. Total $32.00. Expense,
harvest-"
•am work, seed, etc., $23.43. Deficit
Supplement: Orthodox Evangelism. .2.49.
We are yours waiting for Jesus' coming,
W. E. Bilby,
D. E. Jennings and Workers.
3137 Warren Ave,
Chicago, 111.
w
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FEARLESSNESS IS NEEDED IN A
PREACHER.
"Son of man, be not afraid of
them." vs. 1, 6. Saint Chrysostom
said sagely: "The silence of God's
prophets is his punishment of a people." The people are heedless and
forgetful of their Maker and Redeemer, and if the minister and teachers
withhold the message of warning
"how shall we escape?" Heb. 2:3.
That faithful preacher Henry Varley
tells the following: "We were sitting
under the shade of an oak tree comparing notes and conferring one with
another as to the best methods of
service, especially in reference to effective preaching. 'I always write
my sermons,' said my friend, 'and
then carefully revise them, so that if
anything is written calculated to offend any of my hearers, I may at

TESTIMONY.

LOVE

FEAST

Altoona Mission, Altoona, Pa., June 28th.
All day services with the Communion Services in the evening. Special invitation.

It was the imputation of our sins
to Christ that hid from Him the face
of God the Father. It is our unconfessed disobedience that brings a
cloud between Christ and us.—Robt.
Chapman.
If the way to heaven be narrow, it
is not long; and if the gate be strait,
it opens into endless life.—Sel.
Blessed is the soul who never
shirks,—who waits and watches—
and yet works.—Sel.
"Speak not evil of the absent or the
dead." It is easier to obey the latter
part of this.
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Messiah Home, in charge of David H. and Lottie
Engle, 1176 Bailey St., Harrisburg, Pa.
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AFRICA

Bishop and Mrs. H. P. Stei-<erwald, Wanezi Mission,
Private Bag, Filabusi, S. Rhodesia, S. Africa.
Elder and Mrs. L. B. Steckley. Elder and Mrs. John
A. Climenha'/a. and Miss Annie E. Winger, Matopo
Mission. Bulawayo, S. Rhodesia, S. Africa.
Elder and Mrs. W. 0 . Winger, Elder Henry H. Brubaker, Mrs. Sallie Doner, Mrs. Naomi Lady, Miss
Sadie Book, and Miss Grace Book, Mtshabezi Mission, Private Bag, Bulawayo, S. Rhodesia, S.
Africa.
Elder and Mrs. J . L. Myers, Elder R. H. Mann,
Miss Lila Coon, and Miss Martha M. Kaufrman,
Macha Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia, S. Africa.
Elder and Mrs. Myron Taylor, and Miss Beulah
Musser, Sikalongo Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia, S.
Africa.
INDIA

Rev. and Mrs. C. E. Heise, Mrs. Katie B. Srmith,
Miss Erne Rohrer, Miss Ruth E. Byer, Miss Ella
Gayman, Saharsa, B. & N. W. Ry., India.
Rev. and Mrs. A. D. M. Dick, Miss Annie Steckley,
Miss Mary Dick, Supaul, B. & N. Wn. Ry., India.
Brethren in Christ Mission Rest Home, Gloven, No.
48 Aukland Road, Darjeeling, India.

Horns ON FURLOUGH
unbelief? Has not this old Wesleyar
Eld. A. C. Winger, Tulare, Cal.
Mary
E.
Heisey,
R. R. 1, Union, Ohio.
church had so much to do in the evEld. and Sr. H. J. Frey, Upland, Calif.
Cora
Alvis,
Geary,
Okla., Box 15.
angelization of the world? What has
Miss Hannah Baker, 533 Third Ave., Upland, Cal.
D.
E.
and
Lottie
Rohrer,
Grantham, Pa.
become of her glorious doctrine oi
TREASURERS OF T H E D I F F E R E N T BOARDS
"The Second Definite Work o:
foreign
Mission Board—S. G. Engle, 4014 Sprina
Garden St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Grace", " E n t i r e Sanctifleation,'
D. W. Heise, Gormley, Ontaria, Canadian Treasurer.
Home Mission—Abner Martin, Elizabethtown, Pa.
"Christian Perfection" and where ca)
L. Shoalts, Wellandport, Ont., Canadian Treasurer.
Benejiciary and Poor—D. R. Eyster, Thomas, Okla.
sinners find an "old-fashioned Methc
Executive Board—Amos Wokremuth, Mt. Joy, Pa.
Publication Board—D. H. Wenger.
dist Camp Meeting" where "Holines
Sunday School Board—Wm. Page, Detroit, Kans.
Unto the Lord" is proclaimed? Ar
not the eyes of the whole eartr
Christain, Jewish, and Pagan makir
We'll read the meaning of our tears,
years, 7 months and 29 days.
critical observations of her doings < At the age of six months she moved with And there up there, we'll understand."
faith and skepticism? "But, kne her parents to Franklin county, PennsylFuneral services were held at 1:30, Monthou, that for all these things G< vania, where she grew to womanhood, and
will bring thee into Judgment at the age of fourteen she was converted day afternoon, a t the home, and a t 2:30 in
and united with the Brethren in Christ the Methodist church in Peabody. Reverend
"Tekel!' "Tekel!"

church, and remained a faithful member
until her death.
On October 2, 1900, she was united in
marriage to David H. Wenger of Chambersburg, Pa., and to this union were born two
children, Minnie R,, who died in infancy,
KEYPORTS-ROTH
and Lillian Abby at home.
Shortly after their marriage Mr. and
At the Lancaster Mission, on May 30,
1925, there occurred the marriage of Bro. Mrs. Wenger came to Kansas and located
David Keyports and Sr. Hannah Roth from on their farm five miles northeast of PeaPhiladelphia, Pa. Bish. C. N. Hostetter body, which has been their home continuously since that time with the exception of
officiating.
two years which they spent at Artesia,
N. M.
GINGERICH-HERSHEY
Sister Wenger lived a beautiful ChrisOn May 28 at the home of the bride's tian life, was a faithful and devoted wife
parents Bro. and Sr. Reuben Hershey in and a loving mother, and like her Master,
Upland, CaL, there occurred the marriage was always ready to lend a helping hand
of their daughter Sr. Louise Hershey to in times of need. She was loved by all
Bro. Earlis Lloyd Gingerich of Wellman, who knew her, and every one who knew her
feels the loss of a true friend and neighbor.
Iowa. Bishop C. C. Burkholder officiating.
Of the relatives, there remain to mourn
their loss, her husband, David H. Wenger,
a daughter, Lillian Abby, and one sister,
Mrs. Joseph Byers of Green Castle, Pa., all
WENGER—Clara
Amanda Myers was of whom were present at the funeral.
born in Montgomery county, Ohio, September 29, 1875, and departed this life on May "Not now but in the coming years
It may be in the better land,
28, 1925, at Newton, Kansas, aged 49
And s h a l l t h i s w h o l e n a t i o n h e or
curred the marriage of Willis H. Weaver
and Sister Grace H. Herr, daughter of Bro.
Amos and Mary Herr.

OBITUARIES

Whistler of Abilene and Rev. J . F . Brunk
of Peabody conducted the services. Burial
was in Prairie Lawn cemetery.

IN LOVING MEMORY OF OUR GRANDFATHER, DAVID W. NYE.
Grandfather Nye was a dear grandpa
to us all, he made friends wherever he went,
with old and young, and we sure miss him
since he has gone to be with Jesus. His
eyesight was gone from him twenty-three
years, but oh the blessed thought, now dear
Grandpa can see.
I would read to Grandpa and he would
say, "Oh, how I love to have you read to
me." When the Visitor would come I would
read some and my father would read to him.
He would say, "Oh, how nice the dear
brethren and sisters are to put such good
reading in the church paper." He always
liked Bro. W. R. Smith's letters to the Visitor, and as I read one in the next to the
last paper, I had to cry for I knew just
what Grandpa would say, when I would
read it. He sometimes would cry, he loved
them so.
We can all say for Grandpa, he was always kind, loving, patient, a wonderful
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Christian model to follow. He always followed Christ and had Him as his leader
through life. In his testimony he would
say, "I want to be an evergreen Christian
all my life, I don't want to wither and fade.
I want to be evergreen." Praise the Lord
he is now safe on the evergreen shore. He
was a faithful member of the Brethren in
'Christ Church since he was a young man
in the beginning of his twenties and he died
the first day of March, 1925, and he lived
to a good old age of eigthy-three years. He
would still say, "I lived a long time, yet I
have never seen the righteous forsaken nor
His seed begging bread." He always gave
good advice and he said, "some think it hard
to be blind, but I enjoy it, everybody has
been wonderful and kind to me."
We miss him, oh, we miss him
But he has gone above
To be with saints and angels
Where there is everlasting love.
Written by a granddaughter, Florence C.
Wadel.

Reports
DES MOINES,

MISSION

Greeting in Jesus' name:
At this time finds us happy and rejoicing in the Lord for His goodness to u s ; the
work is encouraging for which we are glad.
We are looking forward to our tent campaign, we expect to pitch our tent in a
place we never held services before; the
Lord has been laying this place on our
hearts. Will you pray that souls may be
reached. We needed more room in our home,
so we put a few partitions in our attic and
made two nice bed rooms and a nice prayer
room, for which the Lord has been speaking to us about, we felt the need of more
prayer and a room with a window to the
east where we can pour our hearts out to
God in these last days. We feel the need of
more prayer to fight the enemy.
Financial Report for April and May.
Donations
Brown, Kans. S. S
$ 28.75
Bro. Biltz, Des Moines, l a
15.50
Brown Co., Kans., Sr. Charles
2.00
Brown Co., Kans., Bro. A. J. Heise....
5.00
Brown Co., Kans., Bro. Arthur Heise
1.00
Board Susanna Landis
29.75
Kec. Building Fund
92.19
Total

$174.19
Expenditures

Table supplies
Light, gas, water, phone

$139.40
34.79

Total
$174.19
One box of clothing from Souderton, Pa.
Yours for souls,
H. W. Landis and Wife.
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BETHEL
MISSION
Sylvatus, Va.
Dear saints and readers of the Visitor:
We will now write our report for the
months of April and May with greetings
in the precious name of our dear Lord, who
loved us and gave Himself for us. We
praise him for victory in our souls thru
the blood. We praise Him for the Comforter Who dwells within and sanctifies wholly.
I often think how glad I am that I am delivered from this present evil world as I
look at the sin that abounds on every hand;
I also am thankful to the Lord that He
placed me among a people for a spiritual
home that believes and obeys the whole
Word of God. I find preaching easy when
I can go forth with the whole Bible to
preach from, and I thank God that I have
never had a desire to leave off any of the
dear Old Book since it was wrought out in
my life by the Christ of the Book.
Last Sunday we had the privilege of
driving twenty-two miles to the outskirts
of the town of Galax, Va., where the Lord
was pleased to give us the most gracious
meeting that we have witnessed for a long
time. We preached on Saturday and Sunday to an intelligent class of people who
drank in the pure Word of God, as we
scarcely see in these days. I could scarcely get away from the people, they wanted
me to stay and have meetings with them
for weeks, and I left them with many
urgent requests to return again as soon as
I could. We look forward to having a real
old time revival at this place in the near
future the Lord helping. One old man with
nearly white hair, who we were told scarcely ever attended church, came Sunday to the
front seat and at the first opportunity with
tears in his eyes raised his hand boldly for
prayer, and with him we believe there must
have been near forty hands up for prayer.
Brethren this was a scene that melted my
heart and caused a heart-felt praise to rise
to God to see and to know that His spirit
is still striving mightily with the hearts of
the children of men. We ask those who have
power with God in prayer to travail for
this hungry people that we may see a real
work for God built up a t that place. As
we view the need at that place; how small
and insufficient we. feel to teach them and
lead them on. We need your prayers in our
behalf for the undertaking. We preached
at a union church, having been requested
to do so by one of the community. The
church we are told is attended quite largely
by the town people during a revival. The
town of Galax is one of the most beautiful
little towns in Southwest Va., it has been
built within the last few years, and is now
said to have sufficient population to be
chartered as a city. It is on the border of
Carroll and Grayson counties, called the
twin city. There are many good farms in
the vicinity, being in the best part of the
county. The people seem to appreciate the

real Gospel so much. One man said, "Come
again and hew as close as you want to,
make the chips fly, hew to the line, I won't
get cross." We expect to go back to them
at the first opportunity, and again we say
pray for us as we deeply feel the need of
God's help in this field of opportunity; as
they are not an ignorant people, but a refined people. One man we were told had
read the Bible through fifteen times, and after the meeting made the remark that that
was the closest to the teaching of the Bible
of anything that he had ever heard. He belongs to the Quakers.
Our meetings at Bethel go on as usual
with good attendance.
We appreciate very much having a telephone at Bethel now. A dear sister, a real
standby of Bethel was so kind as to tell us
to put in a phone that she had $25.00 to
help toward same. We had thought it would
cost more than that amount, but we went
to work and put up the line ourselves, so by
doing the work we got the phone in for
about $22.00.
We thank all those for their financial
help and for their prayers. Please pray
that real results may be obtained this summer and that the Lord will open the way for
us to have good tent meetings this summer.
Financial Report
Balance from March $28.99; expense for
sugar, grass seed, fertilizer and flour
$49.05. Deficit $21.06.
May—Sr. Fannie
Sanders $2.00; Buffalo S. S. $25.00; Goldie
Sollenberger $5.00. Total $32.00. Expense,
team work, seed, etc., $23.43. Deficit
$12.49.
We are yours waiting for Jesus' coming,
D. E. Jennings and Workers.
A

TESTIMONY.

To the Visitor:
That the trial of your faith, being much
more precious than of gold that perisheth,
though it be tried with fire, might be found
unto praise and honour and glory at the
appearing of Jesus Christ. I Peter 1:7.
How I praise the Lord for that verse. It
surely has helped me. Praise the Lord.
I asked the Lord for something to do
for Him this morning as I wasn't able to be
out to services on account of sickness and
He told me I could write a testimony for
the Visitor.
Praise His holy name. How my faith
was tried at one time by the devil presenting unclean thoughts to me and then he
would say if you were saved you wouldn't
have such thoughts come to you. I prayed
about it, but could not understand it until
the Visitor came at that time with a testimony along the very same line. How I
praise the Lord for that testimony. I do
praise the Lord for the Visitor. How
many times it has been the means in the
Lord's hands of leading me on to victory
when I needed encouragement and light.
I do thank the Lord for the Brethren
that are used of Him to put out such a spir-
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itual paper. So many of the church papers
of other denominations have so much of the
world mixed in them. How the Visitor is
the means in the hands of the Lord for
helping us in our spiritual welfare. Praise
His name.
But ye are a chosen generation, a royal
priesthood, an holy nation, a peculiar people; that ye should shew forth the praises
of him who hath called you out of darkness into his marvelous light. I Peter 2:9.
Many people say we are such a peculiar
people because of the way we dress and
because we love others instead of hating
them when they do mean things to us or say
something mean about us. Well the Lord
says we shall be peculiar and He says to
love others instead of hate them and to
return good for evil. So if we do not we
better let the Lord do a work for us.
Praise His name.
I do not know what the Lord has for me
to do in the future, but I am going thru.
Praise His name for giving me the determination to follow Him.
Sr. Abigail Davis,
4020 8th St.
Des Moines, Iowa.
MOORETOWN.

MICH.

Greeting with Psa. 91:1-2. He that dwelleth in the secret places of the most high
shall abide under the shadow of the almighty.
I can say I am glad for a hiding place,
glad the pleasures of this world look so
small when we are in the secret place of
prayer. I am glad I have found a Friend
in Jesus.
Our love feast is in the past and it was
a precious time. It seemed at the opening
of the meeting the Lord was there in power
and there were tears of joy shed on account
of His presence. We had with us some from
Carland, Merrill, and some Mennonites
from Marlette and we were all one in
heart. The meeting was exceptionally good.
It does us good to see our sister churches
come and feel at home with us. May the
dear Lord abundantly bless them for their
efforts. The time is soon coming when
such privileges will be past as old age is
creeping on and soon some will be called
home.
On Sunday afternoon we were privileged
to meet in the little church at the north
appointment and the house was filled and
again there was an overflow and a precious waiting upon the Lord. Surely the
half has never yet been told. We cannot express in words the joy.
I wonder why the world thinks the Christians have such a hard time. Just our two
days' meeting was worth months of worldly
pleasure, then our hope of eternal life is
awaiting us at the end of the journey.
Praise His name. I am glad for those refreshing times. Again on Sunday evening
the house was well filled. Outsiders came
till the seats was nearly all filled and here
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again the presence of Lord was manifested
and then came the time of parting, some
going one way and some another. Some time
the day of parting will be forever past and
we will be able to sit in the presence of the
Lord forever.
Mrs. Tillie Snell.
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Those that know the worth of praye
please pray for us and the work at
place.
Your Bro. and Sr. in Christ,
Mr. and Mrs. D. K. Breneman.

JOHN WESLEY'S SIX POINTS
REPORT

OF EVANGELISTIC

EFFORTS

By Bro. Ray I. Witter in Ashland, Kans.
Bro. Witter came to Ashland, Saturday
evening, May 2, to hold a ten days' meeting for us, but as husband and I are the
only members here and none of our own.
brethren to worship with, we have been attending the Baptist church here. Unless we
can get among some branch of the holiness
people, and the only ones we have here are
the Tongues people and sometimes the
Church of God. So you see we are badly
situated for spiritual food and any desirable place of worship, for the popular
modern churches of today do not want full
salvation and the real plain way of the
cross. Our meetings were well advertised
in our paper and each minister announced
the meetings.
Our place secured for the meeting was at
the court house in the court room and began
May 3rd. Sunday morning Bro. Wicker of
the Baptist church came right over to our
home to meet our Bro. Witter and said at
once he sure would do all he could to make
his efforts for the salvation of souls possible. So the Baptist people stood by us
nobly. Bro. Witter preached for the Baptist church Sunday morning. In the afternoon at 2:30 we commenced our meetings
at the court room. Bro. Wicker's daughter
played the organ for us and the Baptist
people and a few others helped with the
singing. Surely Bro. Witter's spirit-filled
messages has burned truths into hearts and
lives in this city that will never get away
from them and we are praying that they
yet will continue to be preached over and
over again in their lives until they will see
their conditions and take the way with Jesus. There were only three saved, but we
do believe the work was genuine. One
dear sister came to the altar for sanctification. We do know this, he has left a reputation for the blood of Jesus and his cause
in our midst, that we believe will stand for
eternity and demand his early return in our
midst to help plant a work in this place. For
people are asking and wanting him to come
back especially and bring a tent.

Backbiting was one of the cardi
sins condemned by the early Metho
dist. John Wesley's six points of
Methodism, recently discovered written in his own hand by the famous
founder of Methodism, prove this.
The document, which Wesley himself
would probably have called "The Six
Points of Brotherhood," sold at auction in London the other day with
other relics- As written and presented by Wesley to the early Methodists
it reads:
"1—That we will not listen to, oi
willingly inquire after, any ill con
cerning each other.
"2—That if we do hear any ill oi
. each other we will not be forward to
believe it- /
"3—That as soon as possible we
will communicate what we hear, by
speaking or writing to the person
concerned.
"4—That till we have done this,
we will not write or speak a syllable
of it to any other person whatsoever.
"5—That neither will we mention
it, after we have done this, to any
other person whatsoever.
"6—That we will not make any exception to any of these rules, unless
we think ourselves absolutely obliged
in conscience so to do."
Signed: John Wesley, Charles
Wesley, John Lumbath, E. Perronetz, Jonathan Reeves, Joseph
Connely, C. Perronetz, Thomas
Maxwell, I Dorres, John Jones,
John Nelson, William Shent,
John Haime/'
It might do no harm to revive
this teaching.

For my part I am determined to stand by
the church and this is our home and a wonderful opportunity for a work at this place.
The Pentecost people, (Tongues people)
seem to have given up this place at' present, so we surely have a golden opportunity.

The devil holds out false promises
for your future on earth, but a man
may be in eternity within a very
short period of time. Arrange for
that!—Selected.

May God bless our dear Bro. Witter and
make him a blessing wherever he goes for
the glory of God and the salvation of precious souls is our prayers.

The yoke of Jesus loosens and
breaks all other yokes.—Sel.

L
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Of Interest to You, Re:

E. V. Publishing House Building Plans
HISTORICAL

OUR AIM

The "Evangelical Visitor" dates its existence from August, 1887, at which time the
Brethren in Christ Church realized the need
of an efficient church organ that would bring
into existence a medium of communication
thru which our widely scattered brotherhood
could receive the news of church activity and
work toward a harmonious functioning of its
various institutions and extentions, and at the
same time spread the true doctrines of God's
Word thru the printed page.
The "Evangelical Visitor" was first published as a monthly at White Pigeon, Michigan, with the printing being done at Elkhart,
Indiana. Later it was published in Abilene,
Kansas; then at Harrisburg, Penna., for a
period of years, then at Grantham, Penna.;
and now at Nappanee, Indiana, near its origin.

It was the aim of the Publishing House to
develop our own publications, to issue tracts
and other useful literature as rapidly as the
means at our command would warrant, and to
do such commercial printing as would enable us
to meet the overhead expense which we necessarily have to meet in our present location.
Having sold out the newspaper, thus depriving
the institution of its chief source of revenue,
it was necessary to build a business from the
ground up. The first year our total gross business was around $11,000, and this has steadily
increased during the past four years, until the
gross business of the E. V. Publishing House
this year amounted to nearly $31,000.
To accomplish anything worth while in commercial printing, it is necessary to have the
proper equipment for such work; and it is a
well known fact that printing machinery is all
very high priced. The ordinary printing press,
taking a sheet the size upon which the Evangelical Visitor is printed, would cost new, including motor and electric installation about
$5,000. The ordinary type-setting machine,
fully equipped, about the same r

ORIGIN OF PUBLISHING HOUSE
As time went on the church felt the need
of uniform Sunday School Lesson helps and
an arrangement was entered into with the
Mennonite Publishing House at Scottdale,
Penna., whereby we could have Sunday School
quarterlies with a supervising editor of our
own. This also gradually developed the demand
that other Sunday School helps and Bibles be
supplied through the Evangelical Visitor
office; about this time also the world war came
and lessons learned then, taught us the need
of a Publishing House of our own. Accordingly
at the General Conference held at Collingwood,
Canada, in May, 1920, it was decided to launch
the enterprise, the Publication Board being
given permission to go ahead as soon as $10,000 were in sight. It was, however, the plan
of the Board to raise $20,000 as the initial
amount needed to properly launch the work.
For some reason these efforts relaxed and only
about $14,000 was raised.

THE ORIGINAL PURCHASE

THE NATURE OF OUR WORK
Our work in addition to the church periodicals, consists of printing advertising circulars,
catalogues, stationery, high school and college
annuals. We have specialized on the two latter
and at present the outlook for this kind of
work is good.

OUR OWN PUBLICATIONS.
The "Evangelical Visitor" has continued to
maintain the same high standard of religious
experience, which the church has always demanded, and has during the past five years
gone into many homes outside the Brotherhood,
and in many instances become the medium
thru which precious souls have found the Lord
and the "Better Way."
The Sunday School papers; viz.,the "Youth's
Visitor" and "Sunbeams" have gone steadily
forward for three years and have gained many
friends. The numbers used, have not quite met
our expectation, but we have this confidence
that as our people realize their value and the
real effort put forth in their publication, they
will rally to their support in a full degree.
As to tracts, we are happy to report a constantly growing selection of good spiritual
tracts, and that the scope of their distribution is constantly being enlarged.

The plant in which the "Evangelical Visitor" was then being printed, being for sale on
account of a death in the family of the owner,
and offering as it did a feasible and practical
opportunity for commercial as well as our own
printing, the equipment, good will, and business of the "Nappanee News" was purchased
at a cost of $5,750.00.
Inasmuch as the Publication Board did not
deem it wise or desirable to continue the publishing of the newspaper then in circulation,
the good will of the same, together with its
CIRCULATION
subscription list, was sold for the sum of
$1,000.00.
Evangelical Visitor

OF

Youth's Visitor
Sunbeams

2550
1550

Teacher's Quarterly
Junior Teachers Quarterly
Advanced Quarterly
Primary Quarterly
Junior Intermediate Quarterly

750
125
5000
900
1700

APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF COPIES OF PERIODICALS AND
TRACTS SENT OUT IN
THE PAST FIVE
YEARS
Evangelical Visitors
Youth's Visitor
Sunbeams
Tracts
Total

325,000
390,000
234,000
260,000
1,209,000

OUR DIFFICULTIES
In consideration of the fact, that most
Church Publishing Houses have been launched
with a considerable amount of capital, or,
where workers are simply furnished with
clothing and food, and where the constituency
served has in most instances been considerably
larger than ours, and we from the beginning
have been compelled to enter quite largely into the commercial field in order to offset our
heavy overhead expense and pay our help,
which thus far has mostly been those who have
printing as a vocation, and work at it to obtain a livelihood.
It seems to be the nature of things that
printing is usually wanted in a hurry and
there have been times when we were compelled to wait with our own work, on account of
getting out other jobs upon which our main
source of revenue depended. Then, too, as
the work grows, a printing plant must have
about so much equipment in order to successfully, and economically do any printing worth
while. It is due to these facts that there have
been times when our publications were late.

OUR NEEDS

As stated before, the work was begun with
a view of having at least $20,000 as a fund
with which to purchase equipment and as operating capital. Being deprived of this it has
entailed a hardship upon the work, and has in
a great measure hindered its growth. This
together with the fact that the rental in our
present location is $1,200.00 per year; and
on account of the arrangement of the building,
PERIODICALS the cost of heating and lighting is excessive.
2500 Conservative estimate places the sum that

i
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would be actually saved each year if we had
our own building at $1,600.00. It appeared a
few years ago that a building used as a publishing house would not be free of taxation
but we are now assured that a building owned
by the church would not be taxable. If we as
a church are to have a Publishing House which
will be a credit and which will be enabled to
properly function, we should have a building
of our own. For such a building and location,
as would fit our present needs and allow room
for considerable expansion, a fund of
$15,000.00 should be raised.

VISITOR

Christians, it is incumbent upon us that every obligation be met, and, in conducting an
institution of this kind, it is not always possible to get along without contracting certain
financial obligations; and the success of other
institutions of this kind has been the result of
a definite program. The plan of

FREE WILL CONTRIBUTIONS

is one in which all can have a share; for we
are promised the blessing of God whether the
amount be small or large; and contributions
given to your own church Publishing House,
surely merit serious consideration, and liberal
ADVANTAGES OF A WEEKLY
action. There are those who could well afford
PAPER.
to lift some of the financial burden now restThere has been more or less agitation for ing upon the management of the institution.
some time past to make the "Evangelical Visitor" a weekly paper. This has distinctive adANNUITIES
vantages in many ways. The increased revThis form of benevolence is considered by
enue and regular run of work would many to be the most simple and satisfactory
help the Publishing House and, it would en- form for apportioning an estate for the beneable the church to have almost immediate com- fit of any particular purpose. The amount to
munication with its members; it would create be given is turned over to the Board, or Trusa weekly expectancy for a paper, our own, tees appointed for that purpose, and a contract is given, assuring the annuitant of a cerwhich if properly compiled should bring retain income from it during his (or her) naturns in spiritual development and an enlarge- tural life time. This is usually determined by
ment of Zion's borders, sufficiently enough to a certain rate of interest allowed per year on
make it well worth while. This we hope will be the amount given. Annuities made to the E.
made possible when we have our own building. V. Publishing House pay 5 per cent per annum
or semi-annually as per the desire of the annuitant. In fact there probably would be no
HEADQUARTERS FOR SAFE
Publishing House to-day, were it not for the
fact that a certain sister made the first contriLITERATURE
bution in the form of an annuity.
We are living in an age when people read,
and especially is this true concerning young
people. With many this desire is cultivated in
LIFE SUBSCRIPTIONS
their tender years, and it truly should be a
There are those who would gladly contrisource of satisfaction to have a Publishing bute a given sum to put an institution of this
House where such literature, that will make kind on a solid foundation, but desire to be asfor the ennobling of the life and character of sured of receiving the "Evangelical Visitor"
for the rest of their natural life-time. In orold and young, can be had.
der to properly provide for this class of donors, we are offering a life subscription to the
OUR AIMS FOR THE FUTURE.
"Evangelical Visitor" for the sum of $50.00.
We do not know what the future holds for
us, but we are assured that He who commisINTEREST FREE LOANS
sioned the Church to go "Into all the World,"
promising them He "would be with them alThere are those who could without
way, even unto the end," expects the Church incurring any hardship whatever make
of Christ to continue its progress and activity a free loan to the Publishing House for
until He comes. The printed page is insepar- the above period of time and we are reably linked with the progress of the Church joiced to say that some have already
(without the printed copies of the Scriptures done so and the blank on the following
our missionaries could hardly succeed.) The page is intended to be used for such apsafeguarding, and proper provisioning for our plication.
church literature, is first of all necessary, we
believe.

GENERAL CONFERENCE ACTION

OPPORTUNITIES FOR GIVING
AND INVESTMENT

It will no doubt be gratifying to our
readers to know that as the needs and
In the conducting of an institution of this accomplishments of the Publishing
kind financing is an important factor. As House were considered and placed be-
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fore Conference, a resolution was passed granting the Publication Board the
privilege to raise the sum«of $15,000 by
F R E E W I L L CONTRIBUTIONS —
LIFETIME SUBSCRIPTIONS, ANNUITIES and INTEREST FREE LOANS.
It is the plan of the Board to work in
connection with the Bishop of each District, to take up a special offering in
each Church and Sunday School, and also to encourage the purchase of Lifetime Subscriptions to the Visitor, Annuities and also Interest Free Loans for a
period of ten years. After considerable
consideration it was thought best to
hold this special effort the last two
weeks in July, beginning with July 18
to July 31 inclusive.
The territory has been divided as
follows:
Canada and New York—John Nigh,
Hagersville, Ont.
Pennsylvania—Abram Z. Hess Mt.
Joy, Pa., and David H. Wenger, Shippensburg, Pa.
Ohio, Michigan and Kentucky —
Ohmer U. Herr, Clayton, Ohio.
Indiana and Illinois—F. D. Brechbill,
Avilla, Indiana.
Iowa, Kansas and Oklahoma—E. N.
Engle, Thomas, Okla.
California and Idaho—P. J. Wiebe,
Upland, Calif.
In co-operation with the respective
members of the Board, the E. V. Publishing House, Nappanee, Indiana, V. L.
Stump and C. W. Boyer,—The Church
at Large.
WHO DOES NOT GET THE VISITOR?
How many members are there in
your district who do not read the Evangelical Visitor? Have you ever done
anything to get them to subscribe ? If
not, why not ? Don't you appreciate our
church paper? If you do, tell others
about it. Every member of the church
ought to read the Visitor. Its food is
wholesome, its doctrines are safe, its
news is interesting.
P. J. WIEBE.
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Freewill Contribution
THE PUBLICATION BOARD
Brethren in Christ Church
FOR THE E. V. PUBLISHING HOUSE
Nappanee, Indiana
DEAR BRETHREN:
I desire to have a part in the building of a permanent home for the Publishing House and will contribute the
sum of $

toward same. Will send the amount subscribed as folows:
,, ,
„ , .
Mark an X before
one of the lines
opposite,

(

)

Cash enclosed

,

•

(

)

On or before

(

)

(

)

One-half of the above amount each year beginning with September 1, 1925.
One-fourth of the above amount each year beginning with September 1, 1925.

±

192

Applicant.

Address

Application for Annuity
THE PUBLICATION BOARD
Brethren in Christ Church
THE E. V. PUBLISHING HOUSE
Nappanee, Indiana

Date

;

I, or We,

,

19.

hereby make application

to the above Board for an Annuity Contract covering a contribution of %
Dollars
for which I am to receive Annually the net sum of $
, one-half of said sum being payable on the first
day of January of each year and the first day of July of each year. And upon delivery of said contract to me or
my solicitor, I agree to forward to the E. V. Publishing House, Nappanee, Indiana, or the treasurer of the above
board $

:

T

.

Dollars.

(Immediate Payment Receipt)
In accordance with the above application I hereby pay collector the sum of $

(balance to be

paid on or before
192
) The receipt of which is hereby acknowledged.
It is my desire that after my death the above amount shall become endowments for the E. V- Publishing House
to be used under its direction and the direction of the Brethren in Christ Church for the work of printing and
distributing Full Gospel Literature.
It is understood that if this application is not approved by the Executive Committee of said Board my donation
shall be returned.
Date of Birth

:
Applicant.

Solicitor.

Address

NOTE:—The foregoing application can be filled out and forwarded to the E. V. Publishing House, Nappanee, Indiana, or to the member of the Publication Board in your territory. These annuities pay you 5 % annually and are
not taxable.
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Application for Lifetime Subscription
TO THE E. V. PUBLISHING HOUSE
Nappanee, Indiana
I wish to enter my application for a Lifetime Subscription to the Evangelical VISITOR, and it is hereby
agreed that as soon as my check or draft for Fifty Dollars ($50.00) is received, you will issue me a certificate
showing a paid up subscription to the Evangelical Visitor for the period of my natural life time or that of my wife.
(

)

I am herewith enclosing my check for $50.00.

(

)

I will forward my check on or about

192

Place an X in one of the squares.
Applicant.

Date of Birth

Wife's name if she is to become the Beneficiary.

Address

Solicitor.

Interest Free Loan
THE PUBLICATION BOARD
Brethren in Christ Church
FOR E. V. PUBLISHING HOUSE
Nappanee, Indiana
DEAR BRETHREN:
For the purpose of assisting in building a permanent home for the Publishing House, I will loan the Board, without interest for a period of ten (10) years the sum of $

for which the Publication Board agrees

to execute a promisory note, to the above amount, signed by its Chairman and Secretary, the same to be secured
by a first mortgage on the real estate and improvements of the said E. V. Publishing House.
In accordance with the above I will send my check for $
You may forward the note to my bank

as soon as note duly signed is received.
on or about

.

192

Applicant.

Solicitor.

Address
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Foreign Missionary Department
"The Fields are White A l r e a d y to H a r v e s t '
Mohammedan boy has turned to the poses. It can be supported only by
Christian faith. Although his home truth. A man, in his failure to unSaharsa, B. & N. W. Ry., India is here in Saharsa, he went to Supaul, derstand what is true, may not be
April 26, 1925
presumedly to be a bit farther away guilty, but his soul cannot feed on the
from his own people. While there he error which he espouses, and live.
Dear readers of the Visitor:
Greeting in the name of Him who was visited b,y his own people, who Death results judicially from a willful
redeemed us by His own precious tried to get him to leave and return transgression of the law of God. But
blood- I am glad today that I can to his father's faith. The boy refus- death may come just as certainly by
claim Jesus as my own personal Sav- ed every offer made him, but one day, a failure to feed the soul upon the
ior. I know He saves me just now. thru some means he was taken away. truth of God.
Hallelujah. I am so glad I had the We finally heard he was in MadhiThe above is apropos to saying that
privilege of hearing about Jesus in pura at his uncle's home and later the Bible does indeed feed the souls
my childhood days. What a wonder- Bro. Dick received a note from the of men. It is not without meaning
ful blessing this is indeed. Then native Christian worker at Madhi- that the choicest spirits earth has
again I am glad that I accepted Him pura that the boy was there and that known have found their inspiration
in my own heart before getting out he desired that someone come and es- from its pages. Going back of the
into sin so far. Now since I have cort him to Supaul. A Christian Bible as we know it, Moses was prefound Jesus, the Wonderful Savior, young man was sent, but deviating pared for the arduous task of delivprecious to my own soul I desire to from the route laid out by Bro. Dick, ering an enslaved people by the Word
help point other wandering souls to they attempted to come by way of of God given to him. The prophet's
the way of Peace. Peace, peace, how Saharsa, where he was caught by message fed his own soul, and then
wonderful it is to have peace, and those of his father's faith, and taken became through him the word of Jehome. At present he is kept under
how terrible indeed not to have it.
hovah to the people. A very suggesThe past month again has been a guard day and night. His people tive book from the pen of Frank
busy one- Extra work was added have tried to get him to declare him- Boreham, the Dalmatian essayist, is
thru the illness of some of the native self a true believer in Mohammed and titled, "A Bunch of' Everlastings-" It
Christians. The new dispensary is Allah, but to our knowledge he has has to do with passages that have
not quite finished but is being used not done so. God Himself knows the made history, in that they were the
regularly for the dispensing of medi- end of this, so dear ones pray- Pray life texts of men and women, who
cines. Some time ago Sr. Byer ampu- for this boy and pray for the work "being dead yet speak" and whose
tated an old lady's finger which had here that God may in all things have "works follow them." Even the Man
been hurt very bad, thru a quarrel His way.
Christ Jesus, in the days of His flesh,
with a man who left his horse eat
Yours for the Christian faith,
drew spiritual sustenance from the
some grass, which this old lady thru
Old Testament Scriptures and went
M. Effie Rohrer.
hard labour, had cut out of a pond in
forth to accomplish all that the
order to re-roof her house. The hand
prophets had spoken before concernGOD'S WORD AND MAN'S LIFE
has healed up nicely now.
ing Him.
Small-pox is again raging in some
It is a commonplace observation to
One need not foe technically trained
parts in India. They have also say that food is for the body; truth in theology to know the weight of the
struck our part of the country. Thus is for the soul. Physical life is sus- facts we have just recited. The Bible
far thru the Providence of God, we tained by the one; spiritual life is has proven itself the bread of life to
and our native Christians have been sustained by the other. -Jesus was millions. That is the common, day by
spared from them.
making emphatic that deeper spirit- day, witness of its inspiration. We
Another day of prayer is in the ual fact when He said to the tempter, need not be supremely concerned
history of the past- Sorry so few of "Man shall not live by bread alone, about the appeal of the Scriptures to
us could attend the day of prayer this but by every word that proceedeth an intellectual aristocracy. The comtime. At present Sr. Smith has out of the mouth of God." It makes mon people heard Him gladly; for the
charge of the Rest Home in Darjeel- a difference what men believe- Spir- most part, the common people receive
ing and as well, Srs. Mary Dick, ituality is not an abstract something His Word gladly. Whether the Old
Steckley and Gayman are having a maintained without any reference to Book meets the quibbles of men conchange also from the heat.
the Word of God and which may, on trolled by a rationalisic bias is very
God is working in our midst. A occasion, appropriate truth to its pur- secondary. If it leads the sinner to
FROM INDIA
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pardon and peace and the believer into the way of holiness, if it arms the
soldier of the cross for battle, if it'
prepares the man of God for righteous living, if it enables those who
implicitly believe its message to die
well, its claims upon faith are fully
met. Dr- W. L. Watkinson, in a sermon recently published, calls the
Word of God "The Unfailing Light."
Thus it has been, and thus it shall be,
to multitudes.—Joseph Owen in Way
of Faith.
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never intended to bear. The sinner
imposes upon his own soul limitations
that God never intended it should
have. In sinning the soul is exposed
to perils the love of God would remove far from us. One's own choice
of evil forges the chains that bind the
soul. There is tragedy in the possibility that one's spiritual eyes may
be plucked out by one's own hands.
We would exhort the great congregation by saying that we may put our
fingers in our ears and thus become
deaf to the warning, which heeded,
would hold us back from ruin. We
WRONGING NUMBER ONE
may in the hard toil of a day of sin
All sin, rightly understood, is pre- build the scaffold on which our souls
eminently an attitude, or an act, of shall die.—From The Way of Faith.
defiance against God. David sounded
the depths of this truth when he
ALONE.
said: "Against Thee, Thee only, have
It is human to stand with the
I sinned." He had wronged Bathsheba; he had violated the sanctities crowd, it is divine to stand alone. It
of Uriah's home life and shed his is manlike to follow the people, to
blood; he had by his example sinned drift with the tide! it is godlike to
against the people over whom he follow a principle, to stem the tide.
reigned. But vastly greater was his
It is natural to compromise contransgression against God. Every science and follow the social and relegitimate relation of life is sanc- ligious fashion for the sake of gain or
tioned by the divine economy. So pleasure; it is divine to sacrifice both
that to break the order of such a re- on the altar of truth and duty.
lationship means, not only to bring
"No man stood with me, but all
disturbance there but to dispute the men forsook me," wrote the battleauthority of Him who ordains the re- scarred apostle in describing his first
lationship. Sin against the creature is appearance before Nero to answer
relative; sin against the Creator is for his life for believing and teaching
supreme. We may maltreat members contrary to the Roman world.
of the family of God but, sinning, we
Truth has been out of fashion since
offer high insult to the Father who man changed his robe of fadeless
presides over the household.
light for a garment of faded leaves.
Noah built and voyaged alone. His
The law of association and the ob- neighbors laughed at his strangeness
ligations that belong to our social and perished in style.
Abraham wandered and worshiped
bonds make it easily possible to sin
against our fellows. We may, in our alone. Sodomites smile at the simple
failure to pray, show slight regard shepherd, followed the fashion, and
for the soul interests of men. Sil- fed the flames.
ence when testimony should be given
Daniel dined and prayed alone.
to the skill of the great Physician of Elijah sacrified and witnessed alone.
souls marks a guilty indifference to Jeremiah prophesied and wept alone.
the welfare of the sin sick multi- Jesus loved and died alone.
tudes. Thus, by our-omissions may we
And of the lonely way His disciples
become sinners against men, as well should walk He said: "Straight is the
as by the positive acts that incline gate and narrow is the way which
those whom we touch to the way of leadeth unto life, and few there be
the transgressor.
that find it."
Of their treatment by the many
But, "he that sinneth * * * *
wrongeth his own soul." To sin is to who walk in the broad way, He said:
place the soul under burdens it Was "If ye were of the world, the world
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would love his own; but because ye
are not of the world, therefore the
world hateth you."
The church in the wilderness praised Abraham and persecuted Moses.
The church of the kings praised Moses and persecuted the Prophets.
The church of Caiaphas praised the
Prophets and persecuted Jesus. The
church of the popes praised the Savior and persecuted the saints. And
multitudes now, both in the church
and the world, applaud the courage
and fortitude of the patriarchs and
prophets, the apostles and martyrs,
but condemn as stubbornness or foolishness like faithfulness of truth today.
Wanted, today, men and women,
young and old, who will obey their
convictions of truth and duty at the
cost of fortune and friends and life
itself.—Selected.
HAVE IT NOW.
A certain pastor was summoned to
the bedside of one of the members of
his Church who appeared to be dying.
This woman, along with her pastor,
had always believed the Scripture
truth that "without holiness no man
shall see the Lord," but held that the
blessing of holiness could not be received until the dying hour.
Longing for heart-purity, this
Christian woman begged for instruction as to how she might come at
once into the experience.
The pastor replied: "I don't know
of anything you can do but trust
Christ now for complete cleansing
through the Blood," she did so, and
was sanctified.
Then a sudden change took place,
and soon she regained her accustomed health. She went to her pastor
and asked, "What shall I do about the
wonderful blessing of heart-purity
which I am sure God gave me when I
was ill?" Finding him hesitating and
unable to answer her, she said: "Pastor, it is so blessed and glorious, I intend to keep it, and live it, and try to
get others to receive it now."
—From the Way of Holiness.
A soft answer is no sign of cowardice*.

